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We formulate supergravity in three-dimensional Anti-de Sitter (AdS) space–time with an arbitrary
number of supersymmetries with a Lorentz Chern–Simons term. Our ﬁeld content is (eμm,ψμ A, Aμ AB ,
ωμ
mn, λmnA), where the gravitino ψμ A and the gaugino λmn A are in the vectorial representation of SO(N)
for ∀N , whose gauge ﬁeld is Aμ AB . The ωμmn is a spin connection regarded as an independent ﬁeld.
Both ωμmn and Aμ AB have their Chern–Simons (CS) terms. Local ∀N (ℵ0) supersymmetry requires the
coeﬃcients of these CS terms be proportional to the gravitino mass. Differently from most conventional
works, our supersymmetry transformation for ωμmn is proportional to the gaugino λmnA . The solution for
the scalar curvature is a negative constant, and our space–time is AdS. Despite the Lorentz CS term, ωμmn
can be algebraically solved. The Lorentz and SO(N) CS terms serve as the gravitational and SO(N) gauge
anomalies for the two-dimensional boundary superconformal ﬁeld theory. We also compute the charges
for ℵ0 supersymmetry, SO(N) and Lorentz symmetries, and also show that Witten–Nester charges are
positive deﬁnite.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
Topologically massive gravity theory with a cosmological con-
stant in three-dimensional (3D) space–time [1–4] has been ex-
tensively studied, due to its importance associated with AdS/CFT
correspondence with 2D theory, and with the peculiar black hole
solution [5].
From the viewpoint of AdS/CFT correspondence, the gravita-
tional Chern–Simons (CS) term in 3D plays an important role, cor-
responding to the gravitational anomaly on the 2D boundary of
the bulk 3D Anti-de Sitter (AdS) space–time [6]. In particular, at
the so-called ‘chiral point’ with μ =m, the system becomes purely
chiral, corresponding to the ‘left-moving’ conformal group [7]. The
presence of the gravitational CS term with critical strength [2,3]
may also provide resolutions to the obstructions [8] for solving the
theory exactly.
More recently, Henneaux, Martinez and Troncoso (HMT) have
shown that under their new asymptotic boundary condition for
AdS solutions, one can get non-vanishing Virasoro generators on
the 2D boundary [9], as desired for AdS/CFT correspondence. The
ﬁrst-order formalism for topologically massive N = 1 supergravity
[1] has been also presented [10], leading to the conclusion that
Witten–Nester energy [11,12] coincides with Abbott–Deser–Tetkin
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Open access under CC BY license.energy [13] for asymptotically AdS space–time under appropriate
boundary conditions.
Rather independent of these developments, we have in our pre-
vious paper [14] formulated an N-extended supergravity with the
spin connection as an independent ﬁeld, with the gravitational and
SO(N) Chern–Simons terms added to the usual Hilbert action term
R(ω). However, the drawback in [14] is that the spin connection
ωμ
mn in the pure supergravity sector is equivalent to the usual
spin connection ω̂μmn(e,ψ) in terms of eμm and ψμ , as can be
conﬁrmed by the Palatini identity. Due to this fact, the formula-
tion in [14] was not quite natural. The more natural system to be
explored is the one with the spin connection as an independent
ﬁeld both in the pure supergravity sector and in its own CS term
as well.
Our system given in the present Letter is also related to N =
p + q AdS supergravity with Chern–Simons terms [15]. However,
there are four fundamental differences. First, we have the gaugino
ﬁeld λmn A as the superpartner for the spin connection ωμmn . Sec-
ond, our ωμmn is an independent ﬁeld from the outset, different
from [15]. Third, while we have the Lorentz CS term, it is absent in
[15]. Fourth, our ωμmn is algebraically solved in terms of eμm and
ψμ
A , despite the presence of the spin connection CS term with the
ﬁrst derivative. This is against the common wisdom with CS terms.
Even though there is similarity, our system is also different
from the recent work on the 1-st order formulation of chiral topo-
logically massive N = 1 supergravity [10]. The main difference is
the absence of the higher-derivative gravitino term in our system
compared with the latter. In this sense, our system is not so-called
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from the recent study on the (curvature)2-terms considered in
massive gravity [16] and massive supergravity [17] in 3D, because
we have no (curvature)2-terms.
Our system is also related to SO(N) conformal supergravity for-
mulation in [18] with arbitrary number (ℵ0) of supersymmetries.
However, the lack of both conformal symmetry and the higher-
derivative term for the gravitino, as well as the AdS space–time
differentiates our system from [18].
In the present Letter, we ﬁrst establish the Lagrangian and su-
persymmetry transformation rule for ℵ0 AdS supergravity with a
Lorentz CS term. We next derive ﬁeld equations for all ﬁelds. As
has been mentioned, our spin connection ωμmn is algebraically
solved in terms of the supercovariant spin connection ω̂μmn and
a constant torsion tensor. The effective scalar curvature R(ω̂) is a
negative constant, showing that our space–time is always 3D Anti-
de Sitter (AdS3). We next derive the currents and charges for local
N-extended supersymmetry, SO(N), and Lorentz transformations.
We also compute the Witten–Nester charges [11], which turn out
to be positive deﬁnite. Thanks to the simpliﬁcation in terms of the
independent spin connection ωμmn , these computations are dras-
tically simpliﬁed.
2. Action invariant under ℵ0 local supersymmetries
As has been mentioned, our ﬁeld content is (eμm,ψμ A, Aμ AB ,
ωμ
mn, λmn A) with the indices A, B, . . . = 1,2, . . . ,N for the N of
SO(N). We use the Greek indices μ,ν, . . . = 0,1,2 or Latin indices
m,n, . . . = (0), (1), (2) for the curved or local tangent coordinates,
respectively. Our total action I ≡ ∫ d3xL has the Lagrangian
L = +1
4
eR(ω) − 1
2
μνρ
[
ψμ
ADν(ω, A)ψρ
A]− 1
8
mμνρ Tμνρ
+ 1
8
m−1μνρ
[
Rμν
mn(ω)ωρmn + 2
3
ωμ
mtωνtuωρ
u
m
]
− 1
4
mμνρ
(
Fμν
AB Aρ
AB + 2
3
Aμ
AB Aν
BC Aρ
C A
)
− 1
2
m−1e
(
λmn
Aλmn A
)+ 1
4
me
(
ψμ
Aγ μνψν
A)
+ 1
2
m2e. (2.1)
We use the deﬁnitions, such as
Rμν
mn(ω) ≡ +2∂[μων]mn + 2ω[μ|mtω|ν]tn, (2.2a)
Rμ
m(ω) ≡ +Rμνmν(ω), R(ω) ≡ Rmm(ω), (2.2b)
Dμ(ω, A)ψν
A ≡ +∂μψν A + 1
4
ωμ
mn(γmnψν A)
+mAμABψν B , (2.2c)
T̂μν
m ≡ +2∂[μeν]m + 2ω[μmteν]t −
(
ψμ
Aγmψν
A)
≡ +2D[μeν]m −
(
ψμ
Aγmψν
A)
≡ +Tμνm −
(
ψμ
Aγmψν
A), (2.2d)
F̂μν
AB ≡ +[2∂[μAν]AB + 2mA[μAC Aν]C B]− (ψμ[Aψν B])
= +Fμν AB −
(
ψμ
[Aψν B]
)
, (2.2e)
R̂μν A ≡ +2D[μ|(ω, A)ψ|ν] A +m
(
γ[μψν]A
)
, (2.2f)
R̂μν
mn(ω) ≡ +Rμνmn(ω) − 2
(
ψ [μAγν]λmn A
)
. (2.2g)
The supercovariantizations here are the usual ones in supergravity
in 3D [15,19].Our action is invariant under ℵ0 local supersymmetry
δQ eμ
m = +( AγmψμA), (2.3a)
δQ ψμ
A = +Dμ(ω, A) A + 1
2
m
(
γμ
A)≡ D̂μ A, (2.3b)
δQ Aμ
AB = +([AψμB]), (2.3c)
δQ ωμ
mn = +( Aγμλmn A), (2.3d)
δQ λmn
A = −1
4
(
γ μν A
)
R̂μνmn(ω)
− 1
4
m
(
γμ
A)( T̂mnμ + 2e[mμ T̂n])− 1
4
m2
(
γmn
A)
− (γ μψμB)([AλmnB])− ψμB([A|γμλmn|B]). (2.3e)
As the antisymmetrization shows, the last two terms in (2.3e) dis-
appear in the case of N = 1. Our transformation rule (2.3d) is
different from that in [15], because our spin connection is an in-
dependent ﬁeld.
The closure of two supersymmetry transformations with the
parameters  A1 and 
B
2 is[
δQ (1), δQ (2)
]= δξ + δΛ + δα + δQ (3), (2.4)
where the parameters ξμ,Λmn,αAB and  A3 are respectively for
the general coordinate, local Lorentz, local SO(N), and third local
supersymmetry transformations:
ξμ ≡ ( A2 γ μ A1 ), Λmn ≡ −ξμωμmn,
αAB ≡ −ξμAμAB +
(
[A2 
B]
1
)
,  A3 ≡ −ξμψμA . (2.5)
Note that in Λmn there is only the ξω-term, while the purely 2-
term is absent.
It is to be mentioned that the coeﬃcients (1/8)m−1 and
−(1/4)m of Lorentz and SO(N) gauge CS terms, and the gravitino
mass are proportional to each other. This implies that 2D theory
on ∂Σ under the standard Brown–Henneaux boundary conditions
[20], or HMT boundary conditions [9] corresponds to chiral confor-
mal theory [3].
As has been well known [3], we can regard the system above as
‘chiral’ supergravity. This is because we can regard the AdS group
as SO(2,2) ≈ SO(2,1) × SO(2,1), where the ﬁrst group as the ‘left-
handed’ SO(2,1)L, while the second group as the ‘right-handed’
SO(2,1)R.
3. Supercovariant ﬁeld equations
The ﬁeld equations directly obtained from the Lagrangian are1
e−1 δL
δeμm
= −1
2
[
R̂m
μ − 1
2
em
μ R̂(ω)
]
− 1
2
m−1emμ
(
λrs
Aλrs A
)
− 1
4
me−1μρσ T̂ρσm + 1
2
m2em
μ .= 0, (3.1a)
e−1 δL
δωμmn
= +1
4
T̂mn
μ + 1
2
e[mμ T̂n] + 1
4
me−1mnμ
+ 1
4
m−1e−1μνρ R̂νρmn(ω)
.= 0, (3.1b)
e−1 δL
δψμA
= −1
2
(
γ μνρR̂νρ A
) .= 0, (3.1c)
1 We use the symbol
.= for a ﬁeld equation, distinguished from algebraic identi-
ties.
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δAμAB
= −1
2
me−1μνρ F̂νρ AB
.= 0, (3.1d)
e−1 δL
δλmn A
= −m−1λmnA .= 0. (3.1e)
Since λmn A
.= 0 anyway, the supercovariantizations of R̂mμ(ω),
R̂(ω), or R̂νρmn in (3.1a) and (3.1b) are not crucial, upon the use of
ﬁeld equations.
The ﬁeld equations (3.1c) through (3.1e) are straightforward,
while (3.1a) and (3.1b) are further simpliﬁed into
R̂μν
mn(ω)
.= 0, R̂μν(ω) .= 0, R̂(ω) .= 0, (3.2a)
T̂mn
r .= −mmnr . (3.2b)
Use is also made of the identity
Rμν
mn(ω) ≡ +4e[μ[mRν]n](ω) − e[μmeν]nR(ω), (3.3)
valid only in 3D, for an arbitrary ωμmn . In particular, (3.2b) ﬁxes
the value of ωμmn algebraically as in (3.13) below.
The non-trivial derivation of (3.2) from (3.1a) and (3.1b) is de-
scribed as follows. First, we keep in mind the simplest ﬁeld equa-
tions F̂μν AB
.= 0, R̂μν A .= 0 and λmn A .= 0 everywhere. Second, we
contract the indices μn in (3.1b) to get
T̂m
.= +2m−1mrsRrs(ω), R[mn] .= −1
4
mmn
t T̂t, (3.4)
where T̂m ≡ T̂mnn . Third, we multiply (3.1b) by mnμ to get
T̂
.= +m + 1
3
m−1 R̂(ω), (3.5)
where T̂ ≡ (1/6)mnr T̂mnr .
Fourth, we look into the antisymmetric part of the eμm-ﬁeld
equation (3.1a):
−1
2
R̂[mr](ω) − 1
4
m[r|st T̂ st|m]
.= +1
8
mmrs
(
T̂ s + 4vs)= +1
4
mmrsv
s .= 0
⇒ T̂m = −2vm .= 0, (3.6)
where we used (3.4), and the general decomposition
T̂mn
r ≡ tmnr +
(
δm
r vn − δnr vm
)− mnr T̂ , (3.7a)
tmn
n ≡ 0, t[mnr] ≡ 0, t˜mn ≡ 1
2
m
rstrsn,
t˜[mn] ≡ 0, t˜mm ≡ 0. (3.7b)
The number of degrees of freedom of tmnr is 5, because 3 degrees
of tmnn and 1 degree of mnrtmnr should be subtracted from its ini-
tial 9 degrees. Since vm and T̂ respectively have 3 and 1 degrees,
the total number 5+3+1 = 9 of degrees of tmnr , vm and T̂ agrees
with the original 9 degrees of T̂mnr .
Fifth, the trace of the eμm-ﬁeld equation (3.1a) gives
+1
4
R̂(ω) − 3
2
m(T̂ −m) .= 0 ⇒ T̂ .=m + 1
6
m−1 R̂(ω). (3.8)
This and (3.5) give
T̂
.=m, R̂(ω) .= 0. (3.9)
Sixth, since T̂mnr
.= tmnr − mmnr now, the eμm-ﬁeld equation
(3.1a) is equivalent to
−1 R̂mr(ω) − 1m˜tmr .= 0 ⇒ R̂mn(ω) .= −m˜tmn. (3.10)
2 2Seventh, the ω-ﬁeld equation (3.1b) is equivalent to
+1
4
tmn
r +m−1r [m|t R̂t|n](ω) .= 0
⇒ smn
[
+1
4
tmn
r +m−1rmt R̂tn(ω)
]
= 1
2
t˜ sr +m−1 R̂sr(ω) .= 0
⇒ R̂mn(ω) .= −1
2
m˜tmn. (3.11)
Obviously (3.10) and (3.11) yield t˜mn
.= 0, namely,
tmn
r .= 0, R̂mn(ω) .= 0. (3.12)
These equations imply that T̂mnr has only the totally antisymmetric
component resulting in (3.2b), while R̂mnrs(ω), R̂mn(ω) and R̂(ω)
all vanish, as in (3.2a) via (3.3).
Due to (3.2b), the spin connection ωμmn can be algebraically
expressed in terms of eμm and ψμ , as in the usual supergravity.
The only difference is the presence of the m-linear constant term
in (3.2b):
ωmrs
.= +1
2
(̂Cmrs − Ĉmsr − Ĉrsm) + 1
2
mmrs
≡ ω̂mrs + 1
2
mmrs, (3.13a)
ω̂mrs ≡ +1
2
(̂Cmrs − Ĉmsr − Ĉrsm),
Ĉμν
m ≡ 2∂[μeν]m −
(
ψμ
Aγmψν
A). (3.13b)
In other words, our spin connection is solved algebraically in
terms of the dreibein and gravitino, despite the existence of the
Lorentz CS term. This is counter-intuitive, because the Lorentz CS
term yields a ﬁeld equation with a derivative, which is not alge-
braic. In 3D, this does not seem to matter, because R̂μνmn(ω)
.= 0
and T̂mnr
.= −mmnr hold separately, as in (3.2). The former implies
that the derivative in the curvature has no dynamical freedom,
while the latter enabled for us to express ωμmn in terms of eμm
and ψμ A . The vanishing of R̂μνmn(ω)
.= 0 is understandable, be-
cause the superpartner of ωμmn vanishes: λmnA
.= 0.
When talking about 3D space–time geometry, the physically
important curvature is not Rμνmn(ω), but it is Rμνmn(ω̂) or
R̂μνmn(ω̂) in terms of the supercovariant anholonomy coeﬃcient
Ĉμνm . In fact, we can get the relationships
Rˆμν
mn(ω̂) ≡ +2∂[μω̂ν]mn + 2ω̂[μmtω̂ν]tn + 1
2
m
(
ψμ
Aγmnψν
A)
.= +Rμνmn(ω) − 1
2
m2e[μmeν]n
.= −1
2
m2e[μmeν]n.
(3.14)
In the ﬁrst
.=, we used only (3.13a) for relating ω̂ to ω. In the sec-
ond
.=, we used the ﬁeld equation Rμνmn(ω) .= 0. It then follows
from (3.3) that
R̂μν
mn(ω̂)
.= −1
2
m2e[μmeν]n, R̂mn(ω̂)
.= −1
2
m2ηmn,
R̂(ω̂)
.= −3
2
m2 < 0. (3.15)
In particular, the last equation implies that our 3D space–time is
always AdS3.
Due to the subtlety about the difference between R(ω) and
R(ω̂), as well as the contribution of Tμνm , we do not conclude
that our space–time is dS or AdS simply by the signature of the
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ﬁeld equation for R̂μνmn(ω̂), as in (3.15).
Even though the ﬁeld equation Rμνmn(ω)
.= 0 gives a trivial ﬂat
‘pure gauge’ solution for ωμmn , there are non-trivial variations of
the action on the surface ∂Σ via the Lorentz CS term [6]. In fact,
under the Lorentz transformation
δΛωμ
mn = DμΛmn ≡ ∂μΛmn + 2ωμm[tΛtn],
δΛRμν
mn(ω) = −2Λ[m|t Rμνt |n](ω), (3.16)
the Lorentz CS term in (2.1) varies as
δΛLLorentz CS = ∂μ
(
1
4
m−1μνρΛmn∂νωρmn
)
. (3.17)
This expression is non-zero, even if Rμνmn(ω)
.= 0 in the bulk
AdS3. Even though our ωμmn is an independent ﬁeld, the anomaly
(3.17) coincides with the conventional system [6,10] upon the ﬁeld
equation (3.13). In other words, our Lorentz CS term plays a role
of the gravitational/Lorentz anomaly for the boundary 2D theory.
By the same token, our SO(N) CS term in (2.1) transforms as
δαLSO(N) CS = ∂μ
(
−1
2
mμνραAB∂ν Aρ
AB
)
(3.18)
under the SO(N) gauge transformation δα Aμ AB = DμαAB ≡ ∂μαAB
+ 2Aμ[A|CαC |B] . So LSO(N) CS plays the role of the SO(N) gauge
anomaly in the boundary 2D theory.
Our system is different from topological massive gravity [2,10],
due to the lack of higher-derivative terms, and for the following
reasons. First, our Lorentz CS term is composed of the fundamental
Lorentz connection ωμmn , instead of the dreibein-dependent one
ωμ
mn(e). Second, our system has no gravitino bilinear term with
the above-mentioned higher derivatives. Compared with topolog-
ically massive supergravity with the gravitational CS term [2,10],
our system is much simpler. The simplicity stems from the ab-
sence of higher-derivative terms. In particular, our Lorentz CS term
lacks the coupling to eμm , drastically simplifying the dreibein ﬁeld
equation, compared with topological massive gravity [21]. As will
be seen in the next section, this will be also reﬂected in the sim-
pliﬁcation of Witten–Nester charges [11].
As we have mentioned, our system above is ‘left-handed’ chi-
ral theory with the symmetry SO(2,1)L × SO(N)L. The SO(2,1)R ×
SO(N)R theory can be obtained by replacing the mass parameter
m by −m. The contributions (3.17) and (3.18) to the 2D boundary
theory proportional to m and m−1 are also consistent with this
conclusion, because they ﬂip their signs under m → −m.
4. Conserved charges and Witten–Nester charges
We ﬁrst get the Noether currents and corresponding charges for
ℵ0 supersymmetry, SO(N) symmetry and Lorentz transformations,
relying on the technique developed in [22,23]. The subtlety here is
that a gauge ﬁeld with a derivative transformation has non-trivial
contribution to the Noether current.
Suppose an arbitrary ﬁeld φi transforms as δξφi with the pa-
rameter ξa , where the index i distinguishes the relevant ﬁelds,
while the index a distinguishes symmetries. Then the conserved
current Jξ μ for the symmetry with ξa is deﬁned by2
Jξ
μ ≡ Sξ μ − e−1
(
δξφ
i) ∂L
∂(∂μφi)
, (4.1)
2 Our Jξ μ and Sξ μ are not vector densities but vectors, as a notational difference
from [22].where Sξ μ is the surface term of the Lagrangian δξ :
∂μ
(
eSξ
μ
)≡ δξ L = (δξφi) ∂L
∂φi
+ [∂μ(δξφi)] ∂L
∂(∂μφi)
. (4.2)
In general, δξφi and Sξ μ are speciﬁed as
δξφ
i ≡ ξaΔai +
(
∂νξ
a)Δaνi, (4.3a)
Sξ
μ ≡ ξaΣaμ +
(
∂νξ
a)Σaμν. (4.3b)
Based on the Noether’s theorem [24], we can also conﬁrm the an-
tisymmetry [22]
Σa
μν = −Σaνμ. (4.4)
It follows that the current Jξ μ itself can be written in terms of
the ‘superpotential’ Uaμν [22]:
e Jξ
μ = ∂ν
(
eUξ
μν
)+ ξaΔaμi δL
δφi
, (4.5)
deﬁned by
Ua
μν ≡ Σaμν − e−1Δaνi ∂L
∂(∂μφi)
,
Uξ
μν ≡ ξaUaμν. (4.6)
This superpotential U contributes to the conserved charge in the
2D surface integral, as
Q ξ =
∫
Σ
e Jξ
μ dΣμ
.=
∫
Σ
[
∂ν
(
eUξ
μν
)]
dΣμ =
∫
∂Σ
eUξ
μν dΣμν
(4.7)
by the Stokes’ theorem. Here Σ ≡ AdS3 is the bulk 3D, while ∂Σ is
its 2D boundary. These charges are conserved, due to the current
conservation:
∂μ
(
e Jξ
μ
)= (δξφi) δL
δφi
.= 0. (4.8)
Similarly to the N = 1 topologically massive supergravity [1,3,
10], our system is formally at the ‘chiral point’ (μ =m), only with
the ‘left-handed’ factor group SO(2,1)L out of the original AdS
group SO(2,2) ≈ SO(2,1)L × SO(2,1)R. The ‘right-handed’ system
with the symmetry SO(2,1)R × SO(N)R is obtained by replacing m
by −m, and using the primed indices A′, B ′, . . . = 1,2, . . . ,N for the
N of SO(N).
For ℵ0 supersymmetry, SO(N) and Lorentz transformations, we
have the respective superpotentials
U
μν (L) = +1
2
e−1μνρ
(
 Aψρ
A),
U
μν (R) = +1
2
e−1μνρ
(
 A
′
ψρ
A′), (4.9a)
Uα
μν (L) = +1
2
me−1μνραAB Aρ AB ,
Uα
μν (R) = −1
2
me−1μνραA′B ′ Aρ A
′B ′ , (4.9b)
UΛ
μν (L,R) = ∓1
4
m−1e−1μνρΛmnωρmn − 1
2
Λμν, (4.9c)
where  A , αAB and Λmn are the respective parameters. The upper
(or lower) signs are correlated with the L (or R)-handed systems,
respectively.
So in terms of the surface term, these charges are
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∫
∂Σ
[
+1
2
μνρ
(
 Aψρ
A)]dΣμν,
Q (R) =
∫
∂Σ
[
+1
2
μνρ
(
 A
′
ψρ
A′)]dΣμν, (4.10a)
Q (L)α =
∫
∂Σ
[
+1
2
mμνραAB Aρ
AB
]
dΣμν,
Q (R)α =
∫
∂Σ
[
−1
2
mμνραA
′B ′ Aρ
A′B ′
]
dΣμν, (4.10b)
Q (L,R)Λ =
∫
∂Σ
[
∓1
4
m−1μνρΛmnωρmn − 1
2
Λμν
]
dΣμν. (4.10c)
Due to the ωμmn-ﬁeld which is an independent variable, all of
these computations are also simpliﬁed, compared with [10].
Since our system is simpler without higher-derivative terms, it
is straightforward to get the Witten–Nester charges [11]:
Q (L,R)WN =
∫
Σ
[
δ2
(
e J1
μ(L,R))]dΣμ
=
∫
Σ
∂ν
[
δ2
(
eU1
μν(r,R))]dΣμ. (4.11)
Note that the  ’s here are arbitrary spinors, instead of Killing
spinors, because the integrability conditions for the Killing spinor
D̂(L)μ 
A ∗= 0 or D̂(R)μ  A′ ∗= 0,3 i.e.,
[
D̂(L)μ , D̂
(L)
ν
]
 A = +1
4
Rμν
mn(ω)
(
γmn
A)+mFμν ABB
+ 1
2
m
(
Tμν
m +me−1μνm
)(
γm
A) ∗= 0, (4.12a)
[
D̂(R)μ , D̂
(R)
ν
]
 A
′ = +1
4
Rμν
mn(ω)
(
γmn
A′)−mFμν A′B ′B ′
− 1
2
m
(
Tμν
m −me−1μνm
)(
γm
A′) ∗= 0,
(4.12b)
are satisﬁed for the background solutions (3.1d) and (3.2) with
ψμ
A ∗= 0, ψμ A′ ∗= 0. Here D̂(L)μ is deﬁned by (2.3b), while D̂(R)μ is
deﬁned by (2.3b) with m replaced by −m.
The Q (L,R)WN above are further simpliﬁed, when 
A and  A
′
are
restricted to the Witten spinors ζ A and ζ A
′
satisfying [11]
γ i D̂(L)i ζ
A ≡ γ ieiμ D̂(L)μ ζ A ∗= 0,
γ i D̂(R)i ζ
A′ ≡ γ ieiμ D̂(R)μ ζ A′ ∗= 0
(
i = (1), (2)). (4.13)
For the background with no gravitino, (4.11) is expressed in terms
of Witten spinors, as
Q (L)WN = +
∫
∂Σ
[
1
2
e
(
D̂(L)ν 1
A)γ μνρ(D̂(L)ρ 2 A)
]
dΣμ
∗= +
∫
∂Σ
[
1
2
e
(
D̂(L)i ζ1
A)†(D̂(L)i ζ2 A)e(0)μ
]
dΣμ  0, (4.14)
3 We use the symbol
∗= for a condition, distinguished from algebraic identities.and idem for Q (R)WN with m replaced by −m, with D̂(L)ν replaced
by D̂(R)ν , and ζ1 A , ζ2 A replaced by ζ1 A
′
, ζ2 A
′
. We have used the
relationships, such as
μνρ∂ν
(
1
A D̂(L)ρ 2
A) .= μνρ(D̂(L)ν 1A)(D̂(L)ρ 2 A)
≡ e(D̂(L)ν 1 A)γ μνρ(D̂(L)ρ 2A). (4.15)
The last expression in (4.14) is manifestly positive deﬁnite for
ζ1
A = ζ2 A . Due to the absence of higher-derivative terms involv-
ing the Cotton tensor, our system is much simpler than the N = 1
system in [2,10].
5. Concluding remarks
In this Letter, we have established an interesting and handy
system of ℵ0 AdS supergravity in 3D with a Lorentz CS term.
Both the spin connection ωμmn and the SO(N) gauge ﬁeld Aμ AB
have their CS terms. Our coupling constant m is involved both
in these CS terms, formally corresponding to the so-called chiral
point μ =m [4]. Our original system is ‘left-handed’ chiral system
with the coupling constant m. The ‘right-handed’ system is ob-
tained by the replacement of m by −m, together with the indices
A, B, . . . = 1,2, . . . ,N replaced by A′, B ′, . . . = 1,2, . . . ,N . Our the-
ory is different from so-called topological massive supergravity,
due to the absence of higher-derivative terms both for the dreibein
and the gravitini.
Both the Lorentz and SO(N) CS terms contribute to the 2D
boundary theory as the Lorentz (gravitational) and SO(N) anoma-
lies [6], as an important aspect in AdS/CFT correspondence. In
terms of these anomalies, our theory is much simpler than topo-
logical massive supergravity theory with higher-derivative terms
such as Cotton tensor [2,3].
We have also derived the charges [22,23] for ℵ0 local super-
symmetry, SO(N) symmetry, and Lorentz transformations. These
charges have simpler forms, thanks to the absence of higher-
derivatives. We have also derived the Witten–Nester charges [11],
and showed their positive deﬁniteness, when Witten spinors [11]
are used for the parameters.
In our system, the coupling m is quantized, because of the non-
trivial π3(SO(N)) = Z, unless N = 4. Accordingly, the coeﬃcient
in front of the Lorentz CS terms should be also quantized, even
though the Lorentz transformation group SO(2,1) in 3D is non-
compact. Our system lacks conformal supersymmetry, and there-
fore, we have no singular behavior of the system at N = 6, as
opposed to conformal supergravity [18].
Despite the simpliﬁed nature of our system in terms of the
independent spin connection ωμmn , there seem to be more poten-
tially important features to be explored. For example, our system
with ℵ0 supersymmetry corresponds to the chiral conformal the-
ory with higher extended supersymmetries [25] on the 2D bound-
ary.
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